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Abstract
The popularity of portable devices has grown rapidly in recent years. Due to the high number and diversity
of users, new testing approaches are necessary to reduce the occurrence of faults and ensure better quality
in mobile applications. The major objective of this paper is to evaluate the use of Model-Based Testing
(MBT) in the construction and implementation of automated tests to verify and validate mobility solutions
developed in the Google Android platform. The research proposal is guided by three questions: (Q1) –
“Can the concepts of MBT be used in its current state to verify and validate functional requirements in
mobile applications?”; (Q2) – “What are the results and challenges identiﬁed from adoption of MBT in
mobile applications?”; and (Q3) – “How eﬀective were the models and test cases generated, implemented
and executed in the mobile application evaluated?”. The results obtained from an experimental evaluation
are discussed and related to questions of this research.
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1 Introduction
Currently, there has been a rapid growth in popularity of mobile devices, such as
tablets, smartphones, and e-readers. According to a Gartner survey on sales in 2013
[18], the Android [3] platform had an increase of 127% over the previous year with
approximately 121 million units sold. Thus, Android took the lead of the current
market in the list of systems and applications developed for mobile environments
with 62% ahead of Apple iOS [4] and Microsoft Windows Phone [39].
Due to the expansion in the number and diversity of mobile device users, the
study of new testing approaches is essential to reduce the occurrence of faults and
thereby ensure a better quality of mobile applications. According to Muccini et
al. [27], the mobile context has characteristics that directly inﬂuence the testing
activity, such as connectivity, limited resources, autonomy, user interface, context
awareness, adaptation, new operating systems and programming languages, diver-
sity of settings, and touch screen.
A special attention should be directed to the testing phase in mobile applications
in order to improve the design and generation of test cases, as well as evaluating
methods and tools available for veriﬁcation and validation. Moreover, it must always
be considered points of attention as cost, fault detection eﬀectiveness, and the ability
to automate test cases.
In this context, one of the techniques that can be applied to the testing activity
to ensure software quality is Model-Based Testing (MBT). According to Utting
and Legeard [37], MBT allows the automatic generation of test cases through a
model built based on the expected behavior of software under test (SUT). MBT
is an approach that has several advantages reported in the literature, such as the
automatic test case generation, fault detection eﬀectiveness, and reduction in time
and cost for testing [37][7][19].
This paper aims to evaluate the use of the MBT concepts in the design and
execution of automated tests in mobile applications. In particular, the research was
focused on mobility solutions developed in the Google Android platform.
The following research questions have been deﬁned: Q1 – “Can the concepts of
MBT be used in its current state to verify and validate functional requirements in
mobile applications?”; Q2 – “What are the results and challenges identiﬁed from
adoption of MBT in mobile applications?”; and Q3 – “How eﬀective were the mod-
els and test cases generated, implemented, and executed in the mobile application
evaluated?”.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the literature review on
MBT and modeling technique called Event Sequence Graph (ESG). Section 3 dis-
cusses the testing of mobile applications and contextualizes the main related work.
Section 4 describes the study conﬁguration. Section 5 analyzes and discusses the
results obtained from the experimental study. Section 6 discusses the threats to
validity. Finally, Section 7 presents the conclusion and sketches future work.
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2 Model Based-Testing
The software testing area is rich in techniques that can be applied during the de-
velopment process in order to reveal faults in software [28][5]. Among them, ap-
proaches have been deﬁned for automatic generation of test cases using a behavioral
or structural model, also called the test model, of the SUT. This approach is known
as Model-Based Testing (MBT) [34]. The adoption of models has been motivated
by the observation that many tests tends to be unstructured, not repeatable, with-
out documentation, and depend on the tester’s creativity [38]. MBT can be divided
into four main steps: (i) modeling, (ii) test generation, (iii) concretization, and (iv)
test execution [30][14][9].
In modeling, the tester uses her/his understanding of the SUT to create a test
model. The requirements are sources of information that make possible a better
understanding of the software being tested functionality. In addition, the software
product is contained in an environment that presents several factors such as op-
erating systems, other computing solutions, diﬀerent types of libraries, and other
features. Thus, the tester needs to understand both the SUT and the test execu-
tion environment. Although it is recommended to create test models based on the
requirements to maximize the independence between the model and the SUT [38],
artifacts of analysis and design can be also used to understand and construct the
test model.
The test generation algorithm depends on the technique adopted to describe
the test model. According to El-Far and Whittaker [14], modeling techniques must
possess properties that make test generation less expensive and automation easier.
In this step, a tool is essential to support the automatic generation of test cases.
The test model is submitted as input as well as the test selection criterion and the
tool generates a set of test cases. At that moment, the generated test cases are still
abstract and not executable because they are in a level of abstraction diﬀerent from
the SUT.
The concretization involves the transformation of the test cases from abstract
ones into executable in the SUT. In this paper, we assume that this step will be
performed automatically [37], so the abstract test cases are interpreted and executed
in the SUT by using adapters [30]. In MBT, an adapter is a software component
that transforms the inputs and outputs between two levels of abstraction model and
SUT, making it possible to execute an abstract test case.
Finally, test execution is the application of the test cases in the SUT, brought
after the transformation performed in the previous step. Following the execution,
results are analyzed and corrective actions taken. An automatic check may be
performed if the test model speciﬁes both input and output values.
Event Sequence Graph (ESG). To build the test model, some modeling
techniques can be used to express clearly the requirements and functionality of the
SUT. It is expected that the modeling technique adopted for the MBT is formal,
i.e., syntactically and semantically well deﬁned [20]. There are several modeling
techniques used in MBT such as Finite State Machines [24], Labeled Transition
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Fig. 1. ESG for a procedure to cut, copy, and paste ﬁles (adapted from [15]).
Systems [36], and UML [9]. In this paper, the expected behavior of the SUT is
modeled by Event Sequence Graph (ESGs). For this step, we adopted the ESG
technique because of its easiness to represent interactions between events and the
simplicity to understand the requirements and functionality of the SUT.
An ESG is a directed graph used to model interactions between the software
events and consists of nodes that represent events while the edges are valid sequences
of these events [6][41]. Figure 1 illustrates an ESG model that deﬁnes the events
and sequences in a procedure to cut, copy, and paste ﬁles. Elements “[” and “]” of
the graph represent respectively the start and end of the event sequences.
Two possible full event sequences extracted from ESG in Figure 1 are listed as
follows:
Cut: [, Select File, Cut, Copy, Cut, Cut, Paste 1, Select File,
Cut, Paste 1, ]
Copy: [, Select File, Copy, Cut, Copy, Copy, Paste 2, Copy, Paste
2, Paste 2, Copy, Select File, Copy, Paste 2, ]
3 Related Work
Despite research in software testing, the rise of technologies and platforms fosters the
creation of new research topics. Among them, there is an exponential increase in mo-
bile devices used not only for entertainment but also in critical areas, such as health,
ﬁnancial, and industrial [27]. Muccini et al. [27] mention the need for specialized
approaches to create tests for mobile applications, taking into account character-
istics that directly inﬂuence the testing activity highlighting connectivity, limited
resources, autonomy, user interface, context awareness, adaptation, new operating
systems and languages programming, diversity of settings, and touch screen devices.
As a result, the testing of mobile applications introduces new challenges that must
be overcome and have been addressed in scientiﬁc and technical research in the ar-
eas of software engineering and mobility [27][12][8][23][21][29][40][22][26][2][10][13].
These works can be divided into two lines.
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In the ﬁrst line, traditional testing techniques are adapted to mobile applications.
Delamaro et al. [12] describe a strategy to support the structural testing of mobile
applications enabling test execution through emulators as well as physical devices.
Their approach targets the Java Micro Edition platform (J2ME). Yet in structural
testing, Jensen et al. [22] propose a technique that aims to automatically ﬁnd event
sequences to execute a speciﬁc line of code. The authors evaluated the technique
in Android applications. In functional testing, Bo et al. [8] develop a tool called
MobileTest to automate the black box testing from an event-based approach to
simplify and improve the design of test cases.
In the second line, researchers investigate faults characteristic of mobile appli-
cations and new testing strategies are proposed based on this knowledge. Maji et
al. [23] evaluate the reported failures in Symbian and Android platforms resulting
in a detailed analysis of found faults, corrections made ,and a comparison between
the two operating systems.
Neamtiu and Hu [21] describe an approach to test applications on Google An-
droid and emphasize the user interface faults. The authors adopted random testing
techniques, instrumentation, and analysis of virtual machine logs.
Pathak et al. [29] investigate software faults related to excessive energy con-
sumption on smartphones with Android and provide an automatic solution to detect
these problems by using a data ﬂow analysis algorithm.
Yang et al. [40] propose a testing technique to identify and quantify causes to
faults related to excessive waiting time for certain events in Android applications.
To do so, the authors relied on artiﬁcial insertion of delay instructions in typical
problematic operations.
Liu et al. [26] characterized a series of performance faults commonly identiﬁed
in Android mobile applications. The authors also present a static analysis tool that
is able to detect patterns of faults.
Amalﬁtano et al. [2] state that the mobile application test-driven user interface
has been increasingly explored and automation tools have been proposed. However,
they conclude that the use of these supporting tools is not appropriate for developers
and testers with little experience. The paper presents an approach based on MBT
and Finite State Machines called MobiGUITAR which provides resources for the
generation of test cases from the analysis of the graphical interface of an Android
application. The MobiGUITAR tool was used in four open source applications and
resulted in the generation and execution of 7,711 test cases and ten new faults
detected [2].
Figueiredo et al. [10] present a technique for generating test cases based on inter-
actions and behaviors deﬁned in speciﬁcations of use cases for mobile applications.
In later studies, Nascimento and Machado [13] investigated the use of exploratory
testing using Labeled Transition Systems.
Many researchers have investigated testing techniques for mobile applications,
emphasizing the Google Android platform. However, few eﬀorts have been expended
to address and evaluate methods of test automation for mobile applications. There-
fore, this study aims to evaluate MBT and ESG in mobile applications developed
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for the Android platform.
4 Study Conﬁguration
The aim of this paper is to evaluate the use of the MBT concepts in the construction
and later in the execution of automated tests in mobile applications. In particular,
those developed in the Google Android platform. We hope that the proposed study
provides some results in order to answer the following research questions:
• (Q1) “Can the concepts of MBT be used in its current state to verify and validate
functional requirements in mobile applications?”
• (Q2) “What are the results and challenges identiﬁed from adoption of MBT in
mobile applications?”
• (Q3) “How eﬀective were the models and test cases generated, implemented and
executed in the mobile application evaluated?”
The experimental study in this research involved a group of 15 people, con-
sisting of ﬁve professionals with experience in developing mobility solutions with
Android and ten undergraduate students of the fourth year of Computer Science.
The experiment was divided into steps presented in the following subsections.
4.1 Selecting a mobile application developed in the Google Android platform
In the ﬁrst stage of the study, we selected a solution presented by Deitel et al. [11].
The project called “AddressBook App” is an application for managing contacts
and it uses various resources, such as listing of records with ListActivity, custom
visual components with AdapterViews and Adapters, multiple calling of Activities
or screens, persistence with SQLite database, styles and themes of interface, and
menus with MenuInﬂater. One of the reasons that contributed to the selection of
AddressBook App is its features, which are constantly adopted in Android applica-
tions. Other factor is the clear and diverse composition of events such as “display
screen”, “push button”, “trigger menu”, and others.
The development of this application was performed collaboratively since partic-
ipants with more knowledge helped beginners. Furthermore, all the people in the
group could understand the requirements and the application’s events.
The activity of creating the design, installation, implementation, and manual
testing were performed in a period of approximately 50 minutes with access to
books and to the application’s source code.
Figure 2 illustrates two screens of AddressBook application. Interaction with
the application occurs mainly through screens lists of records, record selection,
application menus, dialogs, input ﬁelds, and action buttons.
4.2 Presentation of MBT concepts and the modeling technique ESG
The next activity held was to train the participants in MBT concepts and the ESG
modeling technique. A researcher provided the training to explain the main settings,
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(a) List of Contacts (b) View for Contact Update
Fig. 2. AddressBook App screens application: (a) ListActivity with registered contacts and (b) Activity in
contact update mode.
the research conducted, advantages, and application of MBT as well as ESGs. The
training was held in approximately 30 minutes.
4.3 Creation of ESG test models
Based on the knowledge of MBT and ESG acquired previously, the people’ became
able to develop a test model in ESG that represents possible events and ﬂows.
At this stage the 15 people involved were divided into three groups with ﬁve
members each. Thus, we obtained three test models with diﬀerent perspectives.
Groups 1 and 2 were composed by the undergraduate students and Group 3 was
composed by developers.
The activity was held in the sequence of the MBT and ESG training. The
modeling time ranged from 30 to 40 minutes. Figures 3, 4, and 5 illustrate the
three test models.
Figure 3 illustrates the ESG model developed by Group 1. This model encom-
passes the events of the application, but nodes were not deﬁned for two scenarios:
(i) ability to display and to inform the contact data when a record is selected and
(ii) an event to display a conﬁrmation dialog when a deletion is requested for a
selected contact.
Figure 4 illustrates the ESG model developed by Group 2. This model was the
most complete since it includes events to inform and display contact data. However,
the group also did not consider an event to conﬁrm the deletion of an existing contact
by using a dialog message.
Figure 5 illustrates the model developed by Group 3. This group did not include
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Fig. 3. ESG model for AddressBook application developed by Group 1 (ﬁve students from CC).
Fig. 4. ESG model for AddressBook application developed by Group 2 (ﬁve students from CC).
the problems identiﬁed in Groups 1’s and 2’s models. However, they dismissed that
the behavior is diﬀerent when the back button is (i) pressed and the application
is the inclusion mode (return to the main screen) and (ii) pressed for an update
(return to the display contact screen.
The three models were analyzed and a derived model was designed. In this way,
the event sequences were more comprehensively represented. This was performed
since the three ESGs would not validate the SUT correctly. Therefore, the validation
of the test model is essential because the quality and eﬀectiveness of the MBT
approach are directly related to the model’s quality. Figure 6 illustrates a uniﬁed
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Fig. 5. ESG model for AddressBook application developed by Group 3 (ﬁve students from CC).
Fig. 6. Uniﬁed ESG model based on the requirements, features, and events in AddressBook application.
test model designed by the researchers based on the three ESGs.
The double-circled nodes are related to a decision table; there are two events
named “Inform contact data” in Figure 6. Decision tables are resources that can be
used in the testing activity [28] and incorporated into the ESG to better represent
constraints and eﬀects on input data in a given event. A decision table is deﬁned
as a set of rules that determines which ﬂow of application events must be assumed
from a test input. [15]. For the nodes “Inform contact data”, the decision table
assumes that the contact will not be persisted if any failure exists. In addition,
an error notiﬁcation message will be displayed. Two possible failures are (i) an
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incorrect value informed or (ii) a lack of ﬁlling a ﬁeld.
4.4 Generating and implementation of test cases from the ESG model
This phase was conducted by researchers due to limited time to learn the tech-
nologies involved. We adopted a supporting tool called TSD4WSC. It provides a
graphical interface for ESG modeling and for generating Complete Event Sequences
(CESs). A CES is a linear sequence generated from an ESG model and helps the
developers and testers to obtain the ﬂow of events expected in the SUT [25]. In
MBT, CESs are test cases providing input events and analyzing which are the ex-
pected outputs. In the generation of test cases, the test model becomes the input
artifact for TSD4WSC tool while the output is a set of CESs. During generation,
CESs are generated to cover all the edges in the test model. For this, the Chinese
Postman Problem (CPP) [1] algorithm is applied to minimize the testing cost.
In this context, the ESG test model of AddressBook App (Figure 6) was used
as input artifact for TSD4WSC. The output of the test cases generation was three
CESs with 22, 7, and 20 events to be executed. These three test cases are listed as
follows:
22 events: [, Show Main Screen, Press Menu, Press Back,
Show Main Screen, Select addContact, Inform contactDataR1,
Press saveContact, Show Main Screen, Select contact, Press Back,
Show Main Screen, Select contact, Display contact, Press Menu,
Press Back, Display contact, Press Menu, Select editContact,
Inform contactDataR2, Show errorMessage, Inform contactDataR1,
Press saveContact, ]
7 events: [, Show Main Screen, Press Menu, Select addContact,
Inform contactDataR2, Show errorMessage, Inform contactDataR1,
Press saveContact, ]
20 events: [, Show Main Screen, Select contact, Display contact,
Press Menu, Select deleteContact, Press Back, Display contact,
Press Menu, Select editContact, Press Back, Display contact,
Press Menu, Select deleteContact, Show confirmationDialog,
Select cancel, Display contact, Press Menu, Select deleteContact,
Show confirmationDialog, Select delete, ]
These test cases are abstract, i.e., they cannot be applied directly in the SUT.
Thus, the events need to be implemented. To develop automated tests on the
Android platform we can use native features like Instrumentation [17], UIAutoma-
tor [35], and MonkeyRunner [17] or adopt the integrated development environ-
ment, such as Espresso [16], Robolectric [31], and Selendroid [33]. In this step,
the Robotium framework [32] was selected. Currently, Robotium is widely used for
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mobile applications testing by providing support to write automated tests. Some
advantages are: construction of test cases with minimal knowledge of the SUT,
short period of time needed to implement more sophisticated test cases, and faster
test execution and control [17][32].
Table 1 brings a brief description of classes and methods (of Robotium tool
[17][32]) used in the concretization of abstract test cases.
Table 1
Descriptions of classes and methods employed in test case concretization with Robotium
Instruction (class or method) Description
ActivityInstrumentationTestCase2 Class that provides native functionality for Android testing
com.robotium.solo.Solo Class that provides methods used in interaction and interface
between design and test project to be tested
solo.sendKey(int) Method that sends or simulating a key event
solo.goBack() Method that simulates the event of “Back” button
solo.clickInList(int) Method that simulates the click event on a component list
(ListView)
solo.getString(int) Method which returns a String from the constant that repre-
sents
solo.clickOnMenuItem(String) Method that simulates the selection of a menu item
solo.clickOnButton(String) Method that simulates the click of a button
solo.clearEditText(int) Method that clears the contents of a text ﬁeld
solo.enterText(String) Method that assigns a String to a text ﬁeld
solo.ﬁnishOpenedActivities() Method that ends the screens (Activities) displayed
Figure 7 illustrates a fragment of the AddressBookCaseTest class that
deﬁnes the implemented methods based on generated CESs. The meth-
ods Select cancel() and Select delete() have been omitted since they
are implemented in the same way as Press saveContact(). The same oc-
curs between the implementations of the methods Inform contactDataR1()
and Inform contactDataR2(), changing only the input data. The method
Select deleteContact() have been omitted since it is implemented in a sim-
ilar manner to Select addContact() and Select editContact(). The meth-
ods Show Main Screen(), Display contact(), Show confirmationDialog(), and
Show errorMessage() were also omitted because they represent states that were
initiated from previous events. For instance, the data of a registered contact is
always displayed after his selection in the list of contacts.
Figure 8 illustrates the TestCaseUtil class which features a generic method
to execute the CESs. The executeTestCase() method receives as parameters an
instance of the AddressBookCaseTest adapter and a String object containing the
CES. At runtime, the implemented methods (representing abstract events of the
test model) in AddressBookCaseTest class are dynamically invoked using the Java
Reﬂection API and the event sequence is performed. The executeTestCase()
method throws an exception if some fault is identiﬁed, failing the test case.
The Android project with the implemented Robotium test cases to verify and
validate the mobile application AddressBook App is available at:
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1 public class AddressBookCaseTest extends ActivityInstrumentationTestCase2 {
2
3 private Solo solo;
4
5 @SuppressWarnings("unchecked")
6 public AddressBookCaseTest() {
7 super(AddressBook.class);
8 }
9
10 @Override
11 public void setUp() throws Exception {
12 solo = new Solo(getInstrumentation(), getActivity());
13 }
14
15 public void testCesOne() throws Exception {
16 String cesOne = "[, Show_Main_Screen, Press_Menu, Press_Back, Show_Main_Screen,
Select_addContact, Inform_contactDataR1, Press_saveContact, Show_Main_Screen,
Select_contact, Press_Back, Show_Main_Screen, Select_contact, Display_contact,
Press_Menu, Press_Back, Display_contact, Press_Menu, Select_editContact,
Inform_contactDataR2, Show_errorMessage, Inform_contactDataR1,
Press_saveContact, ]";
17
18 TestCaseUtil.executeTestCase(this, cesOne);
19 }
20
21 public void testCesTwo() throws Exception { // The full CES have been omitted
22 String cesTwo = "[, Show_Main_Screen, Press_Menu, ... , ]"
23
24 TestCaseUtil.executeTestCase(this, cesTwo);
25 }
26
27 public void testCesThree() throws Exception { // The full CES have been omitted
28 String cesThree = "[, Show_Main_Screen, Select_contact, Display_contact, ... , ]"
29
30 TestCaseUtil.executeTestCase(this, cesThree);
31 }
32
33 public void Press_Menu() throws Exception {
34 solo.sendKey(KeyEvent.KEYCODE_MENU);
35 }
36
37 public void Press_Back() throws Exception {
38 solo.goBack();
39 }
40
41 public void Select_contact() throws Exception {
42 solo.clickInList(0);
43 }
44
45 public void Select_addContact() throws Exception {
46 solo.clickOnMenuItem(solo.getString(R.string.menuitem_add_contact));
47 }
48
49 public void Select_editContact() throws Exception {
50 solo.clickOnMenuItem(solo.getString(R.string.menuitem_edit_contact));
51 }
52
53 public void Press_saveContact() throws Exception {
54 solo.clickOnButton(solo.getString(R.string.button_save_contact));
55 }
56
57 public void Inform_contactDataR1() throws Exception {
58 for (int i = 0; i < 5; i++) { solo.clearEditText(i); }
59
60 solo.enterText(0, "Guilherme");
61 solo.enterText(1, "1234");
62 solo.enterText(2, "guilherme@gmail.com");
63 solo.enterText(3, "Av. Faria Lima, 100");
64 solo.enterText(4, "Sao Paulo, SP, Brasil");
65 }
66
67 @Override
68 public void tearDown() throws Exception {
69 solo.finishOpenedActivities();
70 }
71 ....
72 }
Fig. 7. Fragment of AddressBookCaseTest code class
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1 public class TestCaseUtil {
2 ....
3 public static void executeTestCase(AddressBookCaseTest classCaseTest, String cesOne)
throws Exception {
4 String[] events = cesOne.split(",");
5
6 for (int index = 1; index < events.length - 1; index++) {
7 String event = events[index].trim();
8
9 Method method = AddressBookCaseTest.class.getDeclaredMethod(event);
10
11 if (method != null) {
12 method.invoke(classCaseTest);
13 }
14 }
15 }
16 ....
17 }
Fig. 8. Fragment of TestCaseUtil code class
https://github.com/guilhermefarto/AddressBookTest
4.5 Execution and data collection of implemented test cases with Robotium
We can apply the test cases implemented with Robotium platform directly in the
SUT after the concretization phase. Therefore, an Android Virtual Device (AVD)
was set up to simulate the environment in which the mobile application is installed
and tested. An AVD is an emulator of the Android operating system and the main
tool used in mobile application testing to provide a rich set of features also found in
physical devices. It also enables combinations of settings as screens with diﬀerent
sizes and qualities, memory size, and storage [3]. An AVD was created with version
2.3.3 (API Level 10) of Android with a screen of 3.2”, 512 MB of RAM, and 50 MB
memory card.
When the environment is initiated, the test cases are executed in the sequence
deﬁned by the CESs while the emulator visually displays the steps. Data of the test
cases as execution time and identiﬁed faults have been collected and analyzed after
the completed execution.
5 Analysis of Results
It is possible to answer the research question Q1 (“Can the concepts of MBT be
used in its current state to verify and validate functional requirements in mobile
applications?”) after the experimental study and the collected results by stating
that the MBT testing technique along with the ESG modeling technique can be used
as a valid approach for modeling and generating test cases for mobile applications
developed on the Google Android platform.
To complement the statement given to answer Q1 we notice that the use of
Robotium platform is an interesting choice for concretization and testing since it
enables a rapid implementation of test cases generated from of a given ESG model
as well as the execution of automated tests that can be visually monitored by the
Android emulator. The ability to re-execute tests for diﬀerent device conﬁgurations
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by simply conﬁguring the AVD is another important advantage.
The results obtained from the experimental study can be related to the research
question Q2 (“What are the results and challenges identiﬁed from adoption of MBT
in mobile applications?”) by emphasizing:
• Automatic generation of test cases: the process of creating test cases through au-
tomatic generation with TSD4WSC tool was simpliﬁed from ESG uniﬁed model.
With this, all events were executed ensuring a complete test of the application
• Capacity to detect faults: faults in AddressBook application were located and de-
scribed in this section proving the ability of the MBT approach for fault detection
in mobility solutions after execution of implemented test cases
• Improvement in the test quality: human interference is reduced because the gen-
eration and execution of tests are performed automatically. Thus all event se-
quences in the model are checked and some human factors will not compromise
the tests such as forgetting a possible alternative ﬂow, validate only the correct
path, or the most common path
• Reduction in time and cost for testing: despite measuring indicators such as time
and cost have not been performed in the study, we suggest a possible reduction
because the use of same CESs can be applied in several conﬁgurations of mobile
devices running Android, avoiding manual tests to be performed repeatedly
• Evolution of test models: it is common for test models to be updated to better
represent events in a mobile application as well as to meet changing requirements.
This evolution occurs in a simple way and the maintenance cost of testing is
reduced, once an updated version of the test cases can be regenerated after some
change
The experimental study also identiﬁed some challenges in the use of MBT in
mobile applications that are related to the research question Q2:
• Diﬃculties in test modeling: the design of the test model can be a complex
activity because it requires knowledge about modeling events through diagrams
and requires an complete understanding of requirements and ﬂows of the SUT
• Particularities in concretization of test cases in mobility context: we need to
take into account some particularities of the context of mobile applications like
physical buttons on the device as back button, search button, and return button,
transitions between screens, and event-driven screens. There are other features,
which are out of the scope of this paper, that could be considered, such as connec-
tivity, data networking, telephony, use of sensors like GPS for geolocation, and
integration with Web applications
• Knowledge in Robotium: the tester responsible for the concretization should have
knowledge in the Robotium platform and its API
To create the test model that identiﬁes the features and ﬂows of the given mobile
application (Figure 6), 23 nodes (events) were used and 33 edges.
Using the TSD4WSC tool, we obtained three CESs, covering all edges in the
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ESG model for the AddressBook application. The length (number of events) of each
sequence is 22, 7, and 20 events, respectively.
With the speciﬁed conﬁguration, the execution times were 163.7s (1st CES with
22 events), 56.8s (2nd CES 7 events), and 79.3s (3rd CES with 20 events). In
total, the test suite run in 299.8s (approximately 5 minutes). We noticed that
the execution time can be high because the CESs implemented with Robotium is
visually shown in the emulator. However, such functionality has its advantages like
the possibility to monitor the entire ﬂow of events performed automatically.
Table 2 shows the Lines of Code (LoC) and the McCabe Cyclomatic Com-
plexity for the SUT (AddressBook App) and for the AddressBook App testing
application (AddressBookTest). As noted, the average, standard deviation, and
maximum cyclomatic complexity values remained close between the AddressBook
App e AddressBookTest projects. Such proximity of values is justiﬁed by the im-
plementation of the generic method executeTestCase() from the TestCaseUtil
class. This method is responsible for dynamic execution of generated CESs. How-
ever, it is emphasized that the generic method can be used in more complex tests,
i.e., sequences with an extensive number of events and more comprehensive test
cases. However, it is only necessary the generation and concretization of CESs for
the Android applications that will be tested.
Table 2
Data Consolidation
Mobile Application
Concretization Data Analysis
LoC
McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity
Average SD Max.
AddressBook App 416 1,22 0,497 3
AddressBookTest 124 1,23 0,516 3
Faults related to data validation were found. This fact was an initial evidence for
the research question Q3 (“How eﬀective were the models and test cases generated,
implemented and executed in the mobile application evaluated?”). The four faults
are described as follows:
• (1) It allows inserting and updating contacts only informing the contact’s name
and disregarding important data like phone number, e-mail, and address
• (2) It allows inserting and updating contacts by informing numerical values (e.g.,
“1234”) for the contact name. Fault #1 is still active in this situation
• (3) It enables to include contacts with redundant data. For instance, there may
exist contacts with for the same name or e-mail
• (4) It lacks an error message indicating the some invalid data (for Faults #1, #2,
and #3)
We emphasize that the evaluated application is simple and has learning purposes.
Thus, such faults may not be considered in the original project shown in [11]. Yet,
the test model and generated test cases were able to reveal some faults, though
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more experimental studies are needed.
6 Threats to Validity
The study presented in this paper was conducted to evaluate the applicability of
MBT in the context of mobility. The results provided relevant evidence to the out-
lined issues and can be used to motivate future work. However, the study presents
threats discussed as follows that make it impossible to generalize the results to other
scenarios.
One issue was the work of researchers in the stages of generation and concretiza-
tion of the tests through the use of TSD4WSC and Robotium tools. We opted for
this conﬁguration as the emphasis of the study was to evaluate the use of an MBT
approach and not the tools. Other point is that the study was set up with only a
mobile application AddressBook [11]. Although it is developed by third parties and
is characterized as a typical application, the domain, and the features of Android
applications are much broader.
The choice of MBT techniques and tools is also a possible threat. There is
no consensus in the literature on a single technique or tool that characterizes the
MBT approach. So a question is whether the choices of technique and tools are
representative or not. However, the technique and the tools have been applied in
other contexts [6][15][25] and is not complicated to realize that the testing process
adopted follows the steps described in the MBT literature [37][30].
Finally, it is important to note that those involved in the experiment were re-
sponsible for the implementation of the SUT and subsequently ESG modeling. Con-
sequently, the deﬁnition of the test model may have been inﬂuenced by knowledge
of the functionality and ﬂows of the mobile application.
In this section, we discuss the major threats of the study. Other experimental
studies are needed to reduce the limitations identiﬁed. However, this paper presents
results that motivate further research on the topic. The main motivational factors
are: the potential of automation, cost reduction, and the ability to detect faults as
well as the good acceptance by groups of professionals and students.
7 Conclusion
This paper presented an experimental study to evaluate the use of Model-Based
Testing (MBT) in the modeling, generation, concretization, and execution of au-
tomated tests in mobile applications. We adopted the technique Event Sequence
Graph (ESG) to design the test model and to express the mobile application require-
ments and features to be tested. The research was focused on mobility solutions
developed in the Google Android platform and, therefore, test cases were imple-
mented using the Robotium framework.
The analyzed results provided valid information for research questions exposed
by this paper and it was identiﬁed the possibility of applying MBT as a recom-
mended practice for testing Android applications. The use of MBT provides some
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advantages, such as automatic generation of test cases, fault detection capability,
improved test quality, reduced time and cost for testing, and evolution of test mod-
els. Some challenges were also noted with emphasis on the test modeling diﬃculties,
tests concretization particularities in the context of mobility, and the need for exper-
tise in speciﬁc tools. The experimental study provides some initial evidences that
MBT along with ESG modeling technique can be used as a systematic approach to
test Android applications.
Further research can be conducted in the emerging ﬁeld of automated tests in
mobile applications. An initiative is to simplify and provide a partial or complete
generation of concrete test cases. In future work, other experimental studies could
be performed to analyze the fault detection capabilities, as well as time and cost
when compared with manual testing. Speciﬁcally, we plan to evaluate the number
of detected faults, the time to design and run tests, the eﬀort to learn a supporting
tool (like Robotium), and so on.
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